EXHIBIT 6-A.2
SAMPLE AGREEMENT FOR DONATION OF REAL PROPERTY

(Name of Donor), as property owner, voluntarily donates (description) in (location), Montana to the HOME project. (Name of Donor) waives, or gives up, all claims for compensation from the eligible home buyers of the HOME project with respect to the donation of the (property) described on Exhibit "A" attached to this agreement. The (property) will be used specifically for the HOME project which includes (description of activity). Affordability restrictions will apply.

(Name of Donor) offered to donate (property) to the HOME project on (Date). (Name of Donor) understands it cannot be required to donate the (property) to the HOME project.

Date:_________________, 20__

______________________________
Typed or printed name of Donor

______________________________
Signature of Donor

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of ___________________ 20__.

______________________________
My commission expires________________.

Legal description: